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Minutes DroefMeeting Feb. 2nd, 2017  
 
Attendance: Anna 49, Momo 103, Ferran 45 (minutes), Joanna 37, Pieter 35, 

Inge 71, Michael 57, Mathieu 51, Djoerd 65, Jan 81, Sophie 81, Xabi 107, Mara 51, Ola 45, 
Rens 45, Hanna 45, Lucia 99, Luc 37 (chair) + some others 
 
1. Opening 

- Despite previous unsuccessful attempts we would like to ask Idealis again to do 
something more sustainable with the always-switched-on bike shed light. 

 
 2. Common Barrack Committee  

- We can all admire the clean recently painted walls in the common barrak. 
- The colorful closet in the CB is not meant to store activities and group material such 

as yoga mats, they should be saved in the attic or upstairs. 
- The treasury is not accessible at the moment, but there is some budget available. 

 
3. Greengroup (check what they do at http://www.droevendaal.nl/?i=89) 

- They are looking for new people. Compost enthusiasts that would like to manage the 
common compost piles will be specially welcome. Otherwise Idealis will take the 
material away from time to time. 

- It was decided to rent/borrow a shredder to make woodchips out of the branches 
piling up on the composts. 

- Idealis didn’t come up with a solution to protect the roadsides from parking cars. It is 
reported that the ditches appear to work and less cars park on them. 

- A sign will be made to minimise roadside parking (Lucia 99, Anna 49 & Ferran 45, 
aka sign team) 

 
4. Trash cleaning group  

- As no one was taking care of it anymore, apart from Luc, it was proposed to transfer 
the task to Idealis, increasing service costs and leaving up to them how clean it 
would be. But people in 45 took responsibility. The task consists in cleaning up the 
small stuff laying around the thrash containers and around the main roads. 

- Everyone is still asked to take their part of responsibility; when using the thrash 
containers we should use the occasion to leave the space just a bit cleaner than it 
was. There are appropriate tools in the small shed next to the CB which everyone 
can access with their key (brooms, pick up stick, etc.) 

- Although it appears that people from outside Droevendaal is dumping less big stuff 
next to the trash containers, a recent problem with dumping of asbestos remarks the 
urgency to come up with a solution. Luc 45 will notify to Idealis again. 

 
 
5. Book and clothes shop 

- They remind that only books and nice clothes should be exchanged there. People 
should not be dumping random stuff and wrecked clothes. It is very sad that despite 
the nice efforts to organise it people still leave a mess. 

- A sign will be made to convey the message (Lucia 99, Anna 49, Ferran 45)  
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6. Television show Radio Gaga 
It was agreed to give the green light for an introductory meeting with them. It was 
suggested to celebrate a potluck dinner with them. Djoerd from 65 will take care of this. 
 
 7. Grey water circuit/PV panels 
The idea to disable the grey water system and install PV panels instead was supported. 
We want: 

- A smart and energetically efficient installation design. 
- An equal share of the total energy produced avaliable for each house. 

 
We would like to know: 

- If the grey water system can be just left like that, avoiding the costs of removal. 
- If a manual pump can be installed so the tank installation can still be used to water 

the garden. 
- Whether the installation of the PV panels is already paid or will have an impact on 

future rent. 
- The details about installation: how will be the distribution made? Will each house 

have the same number of panels regardless of sun exposition? If it was distinct or the 
houses would produce different amounts of energy, we would like to know what 
implications would it have on each house (energy avaliablity, electricity cost 
reduction, etc.). If it sends electricity to the network who will have the benefit, idealis 
or the renters? 

Luc 37 will communicate our remarks to idealis 
 
 8. Chickens & bird flue 
According to the advice given by the the bird institution (Vogelbescherming), it was decided 
that we do not want to run the risk and responsibility of an infection.  
-The epidemic reached a hobby farmer in Rhenen (8km) 
-Letting the chickens free increases the risk of contact with water birds. 
-If one chicken gets infected we most likely have to kill all chickens in Droevendaal. 
Everyone has to lock their chickens in the corresponding enclosures. 
 
9. Streetlights  
-We do not notice too much difference in the light bulbs, therefore, unless necessary, we are 
fine with the bulbs as we have now. 
-It was decided to communicate Idealis about ecological research on wildlife friendly bulbs, 
which we would like to install if they had to do a replacement in the future. 
-Rens 45 and Lucia 99 will communicate the research to Luc 37 which will contact Idealis. 
 
10.VOKO (cooperative food ordening) is coming after re-exams 
 
11.Welcome packages  
They are an important feature to communicate new Drovies the organisation and 
responsibilities in the community. 
Sophie 81 and Anna 49 will take over this task. 
 
12. Pets’ vaccination  
Hanna 45 will organise it. 
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13.Big bicycle shed  
Mara 51, Ferran 45 and Sam 49 will take action to remove the abandoned bikes. 
The sign team will help making Clear indications 
 
14. Let’s organize something nice communal! 

- Anna 49 and Joanna 37 will be preparing an amazing murder game among others. 
- 101-35-45 are planning a Droef party night together. 
- Let’s start thinking about the Droef gathering. In this community celebration, each 

house prepares activities for everyone’s enjoyment and the organisers have a budget 
to arrange additional activities if they like. Everyone please tell your housemates and 
start thinking about ideas. There are no organisers yet. 

 
15. Cars (+ parking sticks), parties and 1 meter free zone. 

- There are dangerous fast drivers that provoked dangerous situations. Luc 37 will 
ask Idealis about smart solutions and the sign team will make beautifull awareness-
rising signs. 

- It is remainded once again to notify your neighbours in advance (the day before is 
not enough 'in advance', two days before neither) before throwing a party, so they 
can find a sleeping refuge, following the recent examples from 33 and 51. 

- There will be a window painting action from Idealis. They leave a letter in each 
house and then we have to free 1 meter around the house from chairs and other 
objects to facilitate the works. We want more information about the procedure (they 
ask us to leave the windows open) Luc 37 will ask. 

 
Additional Points and question round 

- There is a rat population in Droevendaal. If you detect them causing trouble and 
scratching in the walls, it is advisable to contact Idealis before they make a hole in 
the ceiling and enter in your kitchen. 

- Ferran 45 would like to reconsider our chicken management system in future 
meetings, regarding the possibility of whole-year free ranging. 

- Apparently some people wonder about the goat management in Droevendaal and 
there was an incidence with a goat entering a room. The goats are Jeroen’s 55. It 
was previously agreed upon having the goats grazing around. Nevertheless, we 
remind Jeroen 55 to tell each house before moving the goats in their gardens. Each 
house also has to communicate Jeroen if they have objections with the goats grazing 
in (certain parts of) their gardens. 

- The community magazine Droevendalia, which always appears at the right moment, 
does not find a right moment because no one is taking care of it. Someone is 
needed to dedicate a small time to gather stories and news and make it possible 
once again :) 

- Every house has to check if the Droevendaal Inhabitants facebook group is 
updated, adding new inhabitants and removing people not longer living here. 

- Although the CB is cleaned once a month, every activity is responsible to clean after 
themselves; glasses & cups, ashtrays, bottles, etc. 

- The activities in the common barrack can ask for donations to pay for material etc. 
but it is not allowed to make profit. 
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Actions that will be taken: 
 
-Everyone: 

- Close chickens in the coop 
- Update Droevendaal Inhabitants Facebook group 

 
-Sign making (Lucia 99, Anna 49, Ferran 5) 

- Roadsides parking 
- Book & clothes shop. 
- Bikes in the shed 
- Fast drivers 
- CB sound and cleaning 

 
-Idealis communication (Luc 37) 

- Light in the bike shed 
- Asbestos and thrash dumping 
- Remarks about grey water /PV panels 
- Wildlife friendly bulbs 
- Fast drivers 
- Windows painting 

 
-Communicate Wildlife friendly light research to Luc (Lucia 99, Rens 45) 
 
-Retake Welcome packages (Sophie 81, Anna 49) 
 
-Organise pet vaccination (Hanna 45) 
 
-Mara 51, Ferran 45 and Sam 49 abandoned bikes management 


